
Shopify App Reviews



What: The product & users

Partner Dashboard Shopify App Store



What: The “before” experience

Dashboard UI Automated review update email



What: Product goals & requirements

Goals
• Reduce the number of app review rejects and re-reviews
• Reduce the time it takes for developers to submit their app 

Requirements
• Implement a guided submission experience that spells out 

prerequisites for a complete submission
• Provide personalized transparency into review expectations based on 

specific app details
• Outline clear, actionable statuses for apps in review



What: User flow content audit



What: Content problems

● Terminology: Review emails use different words for single concepts than what are in the partner 

dashboard content

○ Causing a disconnect with partners around the status of their app in review

● Transparency: Statuses are vague and sometimes overlap multiple use cases

○ For example: An app can be in “suspended” status for reasons other than app review

● Context: There’s no guidance in the UI around Shopify’s App Store requirements

o Prevents them from efficiently setting up their app, and sets them up to fail the app review

● Communication: No humanized element in emails

o They’re peppered with jargon and no clear structure making them hard to understand

o They’re tonally harsh which can be discouraging when a developer needs to fix something to 

pass review



How: Content sentiment flow



How: General review concepts content guidelines
Voice and tone

● Super clear. Use plain language.

● Polite but brief. Get right to the point.

Guidelines

High level

● Essential info first. Make next steps and consequences of not taking action impossible to miss.

● Make the consequences crystal clear. When we say “delisted,” make it clear that means the app is no longer on the Shopify App 

Store.

● Simplify the deadlines. Use concrete dates vs relative timeframes. 

● Use the same simple formatting for all emails. The consistency helps reinforce that they all come from us.

● Where it makes sense, reinforce the merchant benefit, AKA the whole reason we have app requirements in the first place

Nitty gritty

● Lead with the to-do. (“fix the problems to get relisted” not “to get relisted, fix the problems”)

● Make link text self evident. When readers scan text, links are one of the first things their eyes jump to. Make sure they’re intuitively 

meaningful so even inattentive readers understand what clicking gets them. (“reinstall your app on your test store“ not “reinstall your 

app on your test store using this method”)

https://vault.shopify.io/page/Plain-Language-Tips~1744.md


How: Status frameworks + principles

Framework

Action-oriented interface with precise, individual statuses that communicate what needs to be done.

Principles

● Lead with verbs to help partners understand when they need to do something

○ Nouns are OK for statuses not requiring partner action

● Independently understandable

○ Statuses should provide enough information to be understood out of context

○ Length isn’t as important, given the design real estate of the dashboard UI

● Use similar styling for each status

● Don’t mix verbs and nouns

● Leverage iconography to help developers understand who needs to take action: the user or 

Shopify



How: Framework visualized



How: Terminology



How: UX writing for email updates



How: Content designing the product UI





Results

In an initial MVP release of only content updates (emails and UI 
statuses), we decreased the average length of time taking 
developers to resubmit their apps for re-review after a rejection 
from 2.2 to 1.5 days. 

We believed this to be connected to our strategy of eliminating 
tonally harsh words and language from the “rejected” status 
content, and replacing them with more encouraging, action-
oriented terminology. (Rejected → Paused)
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